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Telling our Pacific development story



Data and information sources



132 indicators x 18 countries x 15 years = 37,620 indicators are being 
recorded

For instance, Goal 3, target 24, is tracking 40 million people in the region over 
15 year = that represents 600 million data points divided and just one 
indicator

That’s a lot of DATA

Without the right framework for understanding it, much of that knowledge 
may go unrecognised. 

data visualisation allows Big Data to unleash its true impact



Often times we rely on :
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countries

17
goal

80
targets
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Pacific Sustainable Development Indicators

• A set of 132 indicators 
has been selected to 
represent regional 
priorities (endorsed in 
the Pacific Roadmap)

• The wheels are built on 
the key targets from 
which these indicators 
are derived



Comparing different data types

Existence of policy or compliance Yes/No

Proportion with access to electricity 75%
Maternal mortality under 
70 per 100,000 by 2030

Enhance international support



7.1 Population with access to electricity



Regional Progress

PNG Progress



Other targets involve change over time 

• While some indicators are expected to change in one direction (e.g. mortality rates) 
some indicator will fluctuate (e.g. finance, trade)

• The rolling trend, based on a moving average, can be analysed.



No established methodology



Health worker density

TARGET 3.c Substantially increase 
health financing and the recruitment, 
development, training and retention 
of the health workforce in developing 
countries, especially in least 
developed countries and small island 
developing States

• Made a cumulative score based on 
WHO recommendations of 2.3 
doctors per 1,000 population and 
2.3 nurses per 1,000 population, 
and added dentists on the same 
scale. 

• If all domains were ≥ 2.3 then a 
country was determined to have 
fully achieved this goal.



What’s Next?

• Updates of wheels annually, and as datasets expand/improve

• Sector/Thematically focused wheels

• Tools, software to assist countries utilise data and data visualisation in 
development and SDG reporting



Catrina Rowe
SDG Engagement Expert
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sole, solega  v. to wrap, often inside a mat or cloth, such as a sheet. Also wrap, as with insulating tape or 

plumber’s tape.  The implication is of wrapping around, as a mat is rolled.  This wrapping is most 

often done for clothes, cloth, barkcloth, but also a human body, especially for burial.  isole n.   

shroud, wrapper (usually in cloth or blanket).  sole itutuvi  to wrap up in a blanket.  isolesole  n. mat 

containing items rolled up inside.  

solesolevaki v., n. community effort, house-building, planting crops, collecting money, often on a wide 

and large scale.  The word may apply to small group efforts where many hands make light work.  The 

beneficiary at any one time can be one nuclear family. The group may take turns helping individual 

families. This is probably one of the finest features of Fijian culture, when the people can work 

together at a task that might otherwise be onerous. Such occasions are now becoming fewer as three-

quarters of the Fijian population lives in towns, cities, or suburbs Syn. (Lau) balebale.  

solevaka v. to work together on a project as a community. See solesolevaki, sosolevaki, synonyms or 

closely related concepts.  

solevu 1.  n. traditional exchange of goods between two villages.  People in the highlands might acquire 

clay pots and mats, or salt, while those in the lowlands receive yaqona. Today the custom is much 

less common and its purpose is now almost exclusively social, with festivities, dancing, feasting, to 

reassert community relations. These events have been very important in re-affirming peaceful 

relations among different rural communities.   

solevu  2.  n.  presentation  of goods at traditional ceremony 

soli, solia  v. to give. Solia mai!  Give it here!  Solia vei iratou  Give it to them (few). solia na 

veivakadonui  give permission (such usage is direct translation of the English, not traditional usage).  

solia vakailoloma  give it as a gift. solia na matana ca  to give a bad look.  solia na liga-na me lululu.  

give the hand to shake (hands).  soli bula  v. to be ready to give one’s life to some cause.  vaka-

solisolia  v.  to pretend to give. 

      Idiom:  solisoli vakatoa  give and then take back, “Indian giver”, lit. give like a rooster who offers the 

female some food in the beak and then grabs it back. Syn. (Lau) solisoli vakapoipoi.  

      Idiom:  solia na kesu-na  to turn one’s back (in disdain), to reject an approach or request.  

      Idiom:  mana soli  gifted (as splendid singing voice, a special intelligence or ability that one may be in-

born.)  

soli  n.  gift, periodic contribution (money, goods), usually a payment required of each villager for some 

common purpose, such as repairing the village church. Even when living away from the village,  

Fijians are told how much money they must give. Solicitation is made as well to those who have 

married someone from the village. Collection procedures are often relentless.  If a Fijian fails to pay, 

he or she could become estranged from the village.   na isolisoli mai vua na Kalou  the gift from God.  

isolesole  n.  something that is given.  soli ni yasana  n. tax exacted by the Province of people aged 21 

to 60.  

veisoli 1. giving. 2. specifically, village collection, calling upon members and relatives to contribute for 

some common cause. These days it is customary also to call for contributions from families of 

women who have married away from the village, a class of people now referred to as vasu.  

Formerly, only the children of such a marriage were vasu to the village, and they could demand 

privileges and goods (except not from Bau), but the role is now reversed.  The vasu may be expected 

to give rather than take from the village.  

soli dre n., v. professional, registered moneylender, limited legally to 12 percent interest, serving mainly 

civil servants, and employees of established companies.  

veisolisoli  n.  exchange of goods,  repeated giving.  

solimaka  (Slang)  n., v., adj.  to “sweet talk”, use duplicitous behavior, trying to win favours (“marks” as 

from a teacher) from a superior by flattering, catering to whims, preferences. Syn. tabetabe. .  Syn. 

(very vulgar)  masi polo. 

solimu, solimu-na  v. to turn one’s backside to someone in contempt.  Syn. cu, cucu, vakacucu. 

solipasi  (Anglicism) v.  to direct traffic at busy street corners, of policeman.  

isoli ni yaca  n.  whale-tooth given to father of a child, asking that the child be named after the donor of 

the tooth.  

soliwai  v.  to administer herbal medicine.  

soliwale  adj. free, normally of goods given by a merchant at no extra charge, usually on condition of 

some purchase.   

soliyate v., n. to give emotional support, as fans do in sports, cheering on their champion(s) or their team.  

yate-na  liver, for Fijians the source of courage, as the heart might be to Europeans.  

solo  (Kadavu)  n.  rock.  Syn. vatu. 
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